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1954 Maine gubernatorial campaign & inauguration

Pamphlet, 1954 Primaries of the State of Maine (with a brief calendar of important dates)
Approx. 4" x 9", 16 pages. Artifcat no. 3.539 1954

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Governor
3.75" x 15", black with red type. Artifcat no. 3.218 [1954]

Poster, Muskie for Governor
4.25" x 17", white with blue type. Artifcat no. 3.341 [1954]

Political cartoon, "Caught a Big One"

Political cartoon, "The Big One -- That Didn't Get Away!"
"The Big One - That Didn't Get Away!" Democratic donkey as fisher. Evansville, Indiana Courier. Artifact no. 3.400 Sept 15, 1954

Matchbook, Congratulations Gov. Elect Muskie
approx. 2" x 3.75" (open), white paper with black printing "Congratulations Gov. Elect Muskie" on exterior, list of Maine hotels on interior: Augusta House (Augusta), Hotel Elmwood (Waterville), Hotel Elm (Auburn), Artifcat no. 3.507 1954

Matchbook, Edmund S. Muskie for Governor
2" x 1.5" (closed), white paper with blue type. Features Muskie's photograph on back. Artifcat no. 3.364 1954

Poster, "Maine Needs A Change", Edmund S. Muskie for Governor
14" x 11", white with blue type and blue-tinted photograph of Muskie. Artifcat no. 3.339 [1954]

Matchbook, Blaine House
circa 1954
4" x 1.5" (open), blue metallic-printed paper with the seal of the State of Maine on one side and "Blaine House Augusta" on the other. Manufactured by Atkins Printing Service of Waterville, Me. Artifcat no. 3.505

Matchbook, Honoring Mrs. Muskie
circa 1954
approx. 2" x 3.75" (open), red paper with black printing "Honoring Mrs. Muskie" on exterior, list of Maine hotels on interior: Augusta House (Augusta), Hotel Elmwood (Waterville), Hotel Elm (Auburn), Artifcat no. 3.506

Dance card, Governor's Inaugural Ball
Approx 4" x 5" closed, with pencil approx. 3" long on cord. Jan. 6, 1955 Artifcat no. 3.551
1954 Maine gubernatorial campaign & inauguration (continued)
Name tag, "Governor Muskie's Party" circa 1955
3" x 2" white paper with typing, inside plastic sleeve with pin. Artifact no. 3.509

Napkin, paper with State of Maine seal circa 1955
Paper, approx. 6.5" x 6.75". Probably from one of the Muskie Gubernatorial Inaugurations. Received in folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.556

Paper dinner napkin, Blaine House circa 1955
4.5" x 8.75" (folded), white paper dinner-size napkin with "BLAINE HOUSE" in gold printing. Artifact no. 3.508

1956 Maine gubernatorial campaign & inauguration
Handmade poster, Muskie Day in Bucksport, Maine 1956
Watercolor of a man in tophat and suit with a donkey and a whip, making three elephants lie on their backs and play dead (?). Artist's signature illegible. 23.5" x 15.5"
Artifact no. 3.462

Leaflet, "A Program for Progress" 1956
White paper with blue and red print, trifold, approx. 10" x 8.5" open. Produced for Muskie's 1956 gubernatorial re-election campaign. Includes photograph of the Muskie family. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.561

Leaflet, "Maine is Moving Forward with Governor Edmund S. Muskie" 1956
White paper with blue print, approx. 8" x 6" open. Produced for Muskie's 1956 gubernatorial re-election campaign. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.560

Matchbook, Re-Elect Edmund S. Muskie 1956
2" x 1.5" (closed), white paper with blue type. Features Muskie's photograph on back. "Democratic Candidate for Governor One Good Term Deserves Another". Artifact no. 3.365

Political cartoon, Muskie's Defense Against Trafton circa 1956

Poster, "We are going FORWARD with MUSKIE in 1956" 1956
20" x 10", red and black ink on paper. Muskie gubernatorial re-election poster with portrait. Artifact no. 3.470
First, let's list the artifacts mentioned in the document:

**Item list for Series XIII.C**

**Artifacts: Political ephemera**

### 1956 Maine gubernatorial campaign & inauguration (continued)

- **Political cartoon, Muskie pulling Coffin and Democratic Party**
  - Mar. 18, 1956
  - Muskie pulling Frank Coffin and the Democratic Party uphill. Artifact no. 3.386

- **Political cartoon, Muskie and Trafton**
  - Sept. 9, 1956
  - Muskie and Trafton (his 1956 challenger for governor) take swipes at each other under a cloud of charges, counter charges, personalities and red herrings. Artifact no. 3.383

- **Political cartoon, "We Like Them Both!!"**
  - Sept. 11, 1956
  - Maine Voters say "We Like Them Both!!" about Governor Muskie and President Eisenhower. Artifact no. 3.391

- **Political cartoon, Muskie signs lease on Blaine House**
  - Sept. 16, 1956
  - Muskie signs lease for two more years in Blaine Mansion (Maine Governors' mansion). Artifact no. 3.384

- **Bumper sticker, Go Ahead With Ed, Re-Elect Muskie**
  - 4.125" x 17.25", white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.221

- **Bumper sticker, One Good Term Deserves Another, Re-Elect Muskie**
  - 4.125" x 17.25", white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.222

- **Political cartoon, "It's a Pretty High Hurdle . . . But So Was the Other One!!"**
  - 1956
  - Muskie as a hurdler running toward hurdle of second term. Undated. Artifact no. 3.389

- **Poster, Re-Elect Governor Edmund S. Muskie**
  - 1956
  - 22.25" x 14", tan (yellowed) with blue and red print and blue-tinted photograph of Muskie. "A Record of Leadership / A Program of Progress". Similar to 3.0465 and 3.0466 Artifact no. 3.338

- **Poster, Re-Elect Governor Edmund S. Muskie**
  - 1956
  - 22.25" x 14", tan (yellowed) with blue and red print and blue-tinted photograph of Muskie. "Keep Maine Moving Forward". Similar to 3.0338 Artifact no. 3.465

- **Poster, Re-Elect Governor Edmund S. Muskie**
  - 1956
  - 22.25" x 14", tan (yellowed) with blue and red print and blue-tinted photograph of Muskie. "One Good Term Deserves Another". Similar to 3.0338 and 3.0465 Artifact no. 3.466

- **Dance card, Governor's Inaugural Ball**
  - Jan. 3, 1957
  - Approx 4" x 5" closed, with pencil approx. 3" long on cord. Artifact no. 3.552
1958 senate campaign: Muskie vs. Bishop

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Senator [1958]
4" x 6.75", blue with red type and white border. Artifact no. 3.229

Fundraising ticket book no. 635, Maine Democratic Party 1958
3" x 9.25", white paper with blue type. "The Men for Maine / Muskie for U.S. Senator, Clauson for Governor, Oliver for Congress 1st District, Coffin for Congress 2nd District, Grady for Congress 3rd" Artifact no. 3.361

Leaflet, Muskie Can Do More for Maine in the U.S. Senate [1958]
"A PICTORAL REPORT ON ED MUSKIE .... THE MAN AND HIS RECORD" 17.5" x 22.5", white with black type, two sided, with b/w photographs of Muskie with various people, and information about his policies and programs. Artifact no. 3.344

Matchbook, Edmund S. Muskie Democrat for U.S. Senate 1958
2" x 1.5" (closed), blue paper with white and black type. Features Muskie's photograph on back. "It's Muskie for Maine". Artifact no. 3.371

Matchbook, It's Muskie For Maine 1958
2" x 1.5" (closed), white paper with blue type. Features Muskie's photograph on back. Artifact no. 3.362

Pamphlet, "Neil Bishop in the White House with President Nixon" 1958
Paper, staple-bound, approx. 6.75" x 5.25" closed. "A Special Eye-Witness Report to the People of Maine by Richard P. Jennett" of Senate Candidate Bishop's visit to Washington, published by the Bishop for U.S. Senate Committee. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.562

Political cartoon, "Has He Enough Wind Left" Mar. 23, 1958
Political Steeplechase - Democratic Party donkey facing highest fence ever in 1958. Artifact no. 3.387

Political cartoon, "Another Victory" June 22, 1958
Muskie as football player, having knocked over Cross and Trafton, runs toward Payne, at the goal line of "Another Victory". Artifact no. 3.397

Political cartoon, donkey sweeping out Republicans Sept. 14, 1958
Democratic donkey using broom of Muskie, Clauson, Coffin and Oliver sweeps out Hildreth, Hale, Bishop and Payne. Artifact no. 3.393

Political cartoon, "Mule Kick" Sept. 1958
Elephant with mule shoe prints on rear. Inscribed. L. A. Examiner. Artifact no. 3.398
1958 senate campaign: Muskie vs. Bishop (continued)
Poster, "Muskie can do more for Maine in the U.S. Senate" [1958]
Black., red and yellow print on white paper. 22" x 12.5" Duplicate of 3.0453; both are damaged, but in different areas. Artifact no. 3.452

Poster, "Muskie can do more for Maine in the U.S. Senate" [1958]
Black., red and yellow print on white paper. 22" x 12.5" Duplicate of 3.0452; both are damaged, but in different areas. Artifact no. 3.453

Poster, Portrait of Muskie [1958]
Portrait of ESM as depicted in his Senate campaign. 16" x 19.5" Artifact no. 3.461

Sticker, We Like Muskie for U.S. Senator, He's for Maine [1958]
6" dia., white with red and blue type and caricature of Muskie's face. Artifact no. 3.224

1964 senate campaign: Muskie vs. McInntire
Bumper sticker, Beet Muskie circa 1964
3.75" x 15", black with pink and white type. Artifact no. 3.271

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Senator Ed Muskie circa 1964
4" x 9", black with white and orange type. Artifact no. 3.227

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Senator Ed Muskie circa 1964
4" x 8.75", blue with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.251

Button (informational artifact), Re-Elect Muskie Senator n.d.
0.875" dia., white and blue with red and white type. Artifact no. 3.011

Political cartoon, "... and it's 'Sugar Beet' leading the field!" [1964]

Political cartoon, "Pin the Tail on the Donkey" [1964]

Political cartoon, "Ye Olde Political Trackfield" circa 1964
Muskie reads "Billie Sol Story" while McIntire and Reed try to keep Tupper off the track labeled "1964 Senate Election." Undated. Artifact no. 3.413
1964 senate campaign: Muskie vs. McIntire (continued)

Printer’s mat, McIntire’s No votes versus Muskie’s Yes votes [1964]
15.5 " x 22.5 ", plastic or coated, possibly a mold for stereotype printing. Impression of or for a printing plate for a Muskie re-election campaign flyer or advertisement.
Artifact no. 3.458 For similar items see box 21H in series VI.C

1970 senate campaign: Muskie

Advertisement, "Republicans for Muskie" Nov. 1, 1970
Page 22B of the Maine Sunday Telegram, full-page political advertisement for Muskie's reelection campaign. Artifact no. 3.439

Advertisement, "A Trusted Voice for Maine" Nov. 2, 1970
Page 15 of the Kennebec Journal, full-page political advertisement for Muskie's reelection campaign. Artifact no. 3.438

Leaflet, "A trusted voice for Maine" [1970]
White paper with black and red print, bifold, approx. 8.5" x 11" closed. Produced for Muskie's 1970 re-election campaign. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.563

Political cartoon, "The Class of '58" [1970]
Muskie and other senators portrayed as "Extinct Dodo Bird Exhibit". Nixon says, "Of course they're dead, Spiro ... but how do we get them to lie down??" Undated. Artist: Bill Perkins and Joe Mastrangelo. Artifact no. 3.416

17.5" x 22", black ink on paper. Muskie re-election campaign poster in which Stanely R. Tupper endorses him. Printed version of printer's mat at 3.0460 Artifact no. 3.467

Poster, "Ed Muskie...A Trusted Voice For Maine" [1970]
17.5" x 22", black ink on paper. Muskie re-election campaign poster describing Muskie's accomplishments in the areas of "The Environment", "Jobs and People", and "The Old and The Young". "THE MAN FROM MAINE LEADS THE WAY" Artifact no. 3.468

Poster, Muskie smiling [1970]
Photograph of ESM smiling. 38" x 25" Artifact no. 3.449
1970 senate campaign: Muskie (continued)

Printer's mat, "A Voice of Reason / Maine Lawyers for Muskie" [1970]
8" x 24.25", pink-ish paper product with coating, possibly a mold for stereotype printing. Impression of or for a printing plate for a Muskie re-election campaign flyer or advertisement. Artifact no. 3.459

Printer's mat, "Maine Farmers Support Ed Muskie". [1970 or 1976]
12.75" x 9.375", pink-ish paper product with coating, possibly a mold for stereotype printing. Impression of or for a printing plate for a Muskie re-election campaign flyer or advertisement. Artifact no. 3.355

1976 senate campaign: Muskie

Button (informational artifact), Muskie! '76 circa 1976
1.125" dia., white with red and black type. Artifact no. 3.044

Flyer, "ED MUSKIE WORKING FOR YORK COUNTY...GETTING RESULTS" [1976]
10.5" x 16", black ink on paper. Muskie re-election flyer with information on what he has done specifically for the people of York County, Me. Artifact no. 3.471

Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts

Duplicate of the Courier-Gazette with Muskie on front page Aug. 21, 1954
Duplicate of the front page of The Courier-Gazette of Rockland, Maine, with a front page story about political rallies and a photograph of Muskie. 16.5" x 22" Previously framed. Artifact no. 3.442

Political cartoon, Cooperation with State Institutions circa 1956
Governor Muskie and 97th legislature holding hands with State Institutions. Undated
Artist: Bill Clark. Artifact no. 3.392

Political cartoon, Muskie at typewriter circa 1956

Political cartoon, Muskie and Haskell circa 1956
Muskie and Senator Haskell carrying "Burdens of Responsible Government". Undated.
Artist: Bill Clark. Artifact no. 3.385

Political cartoon, Teaching Muskie's Lessons circa 1957
Maine Voters as teacher telling the 98th Legislature to read Governor Muskie's Inaugural Address and Budget Address carefully. Undated. Artist: Bill Clark. Artifact no. 3.390
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)

Political cartoon, "See What You Can Do with It!!" circa 1958
  Governor Muskie hands off leadership to Adam Walsh and Democratic representatives.
  Undated. Artist: Bill Clark. Artifact no. 3.388

Political cartoon, Muskie's Shadow Apr. 8, 1958
  Governor Muskie casts shadow over G.O.P. Convention. Artist: Bill Clark.
  Artifact no. 3.394

Invitation, Muskie-Clauson American Legion testimonial Dec. 13, 1958
  Paper, approx. 5.625" x 3.875". Invitation from the Borque-Lanigan Post Number 5 of the
  American Legion of Waterville, Maine to a testimonial for two members of the post: Muskie
  and Clauson. With original envelope addressed to the Chaissons. Received in a folder
  marked "Irene Chaissen Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.558

Napkin, Muskie-Clauson American Legion testimonial Dec. 13, 1958
  Paper, approx. 8.25" x 8". With seal of the American Legion. Received in a folder marked
  "Irene Chaissen Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.557

  Approx. 8" x 10" closed. Photograph of Sen. Muskie on cover, with tribute inside.
  Artifact no. 3.535

Political cartoon, "Mind Your Manners, Children" 1964
  Papa Muskie serving "Patronage Pie" to Democratic Party. Artist: Ken Foster.
  Artifact no. 3.406

Political cartoon, Muskie flying a kite circa 1965
  Senator Muskie tying up State and local agencies with a kite string attached to a kite of
  "Federal-State Relations". Undated. Artifact no. 3.402

Political cartoon, "Checking the Pots" Jan. 8, 1969
  Muskie in a rowboat labeled "Planned Nationwide Tour to Test Presidential Strength".
  Providence Bulletin. Previously framed, removed. Artifact no. 3.425

Political cartoon, "Revival of the Jogging Fad" 1969
  Muskie, Humphrey, Kennedy and others shown jogging in a circle in front of White House.
  Inscribed. The Chicago Tribune. Artifact no. 3.427

Ed Muskie Dollar bills (2) 1969
  Two 1969 U.S. Dollar Bills altered to replace Washington's face with Ed Muskie's.
  Artifact no. 3.35
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)

Political cartoon, Muskie dressed as Abraham Lincoln
Framed; 15.5" x 26" total. Artist: Murphy, Bob. Artifact no. 3.590
Mar. 29, 1970

Poster, Muskie at Lewiston Kennedy Park
"VISIT AND HEAR U.S. SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE . . . CELEBRATE MAINE'S
SESQUICENTENNIAL FRENCH CANADIAN DAYS" 14" x 22"
Artifact no. 3.456
1970

Poster, Muskie smiling
Enlarged photograph of ESM smiling, date c. 1970-1976. 17.5" x 22.5"
Artifact no. 3.454
circa 1976

Political cartoon, "Portrait of an impoverished American who can't hack it on sixty 'thou'"
Muskie wearing top hat and rags, lighting a cigar with money, and holding a beggar's cup.
Inscribed to Shep. Artist: Szep, Paul. Artifact no. 3.415
1977

Political cartoon, Muskie unemployed
Muskie reading Help Wanted. Undated. Artist: Jane Cole. Artifact no. 3.404
circa 1980

Button (informational artifact), Muskie Mitchell Maine 1980
2.375" dia., blue with black type. Artifact no. 3.163
1980

Political cartoon, "I Should Warn You, I have a Terrible Temper!"
Muskie and Zbigniew Brzezinski prepare to face off in a boxing ring. Autographed "With
best wishes from Pat Oliphant". Cartoon approx. 16" x 11.25" With frame, 21" x 17"
Artifact no. 3.434
1980

Ticket, Sanford Lions Club Governor Muskie Night
Approx. 4" x 2.25", gold-colored paper. Joint meeting of the Lions, Rotary and Kiwanis held
at Sanford Town Club. Artifact no. 3.529
Tuesday, May 6, 1958

Bumper sticker, Democrats for Muskie/Jehle
4" x 14", green with white type. Artifact no. 3.231
n.d.

Bumper sticker, Ed Muskie
3.75" x 15", white with red type. Artifact no. 3.228
n.d.

Bumper sticker, Follow the Star of Maine
3.75" x 17", white with green type. Artifact no. 3.318
n.d.
Edmund S. Muskie papers
Item list for Series XIII.C
Artifacts: Political ephemera

Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)

Bumper sticker, Geda for Muskie  n.d. 3.75" x 12.5", red and white with white and red type.  Artifact no. 3.264

Bumper sticker, I Went to Ed's Baked Bean Supper, Muskie of Maine  n.d. 4.75" x 7", red and blue with white type.  Artifact no. 3.259

Bumper sticker, I'm for Ed Muskie  n.d. 2.75" x 15", blue and white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.253

Bumper sticker, I'm for Ed Muskie  n.d. 3" x 14.5", blue and white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.254

Bumper sticker, Maine for Muskie  n.d. 3" x 15", red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.245

Bumper sticker, Maine for Muskie  n.d. 3.5" x 15", red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.247

Bumper sticker, Maine for Muskie  n.d. 3.75" x 14.75", red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.252

Bumper sticker, Maine for...Muskie...for Maine.  n.d. 4.25" x 10", orange with black type.  Artifact no. 3.250

Bumper sticker, Maine for...Muskie...for Maine.  n.d. 4" x 9.5", blue with yellow type.  Artifact no. 3.255

Bumper sticker, Muskie  n.d. 3.75" x 15", blue with red type.  Artifact no. 3.238

Bumper sticker, Muskie  n.d. 3.5" x 9.75", green with white type, "I" is a fir tree.  Artifact no. 3.266

Bumper sticker, Muskie Belfast Aug. 17  n.d. 4" x 14", red with black type.  Artifact no. 3.262

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Maine  n.d. 3.75" x 15", blue with red type.  Artifact no. 3.217

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Maine  n.d. 4" x 14.75", blue with red and white type.  Artifact no. 3.237
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Maine
3.5" x 14.75", blue with red and white type. Artifact no. 3.248

Bumper sticker, Muskie for Maine
3.5" x 14.75", black with orange and white type. Artifact no. 3.249

Bumper sticker, Muskie's the Man
3.875" x 14.875", red with white type. Artifact no. 3.236

Bumper sticker, My Heart Belongs to Muskie
3.5" x 15", red with black type and heart-shaped American flag. Artifact no. 3.232

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Ed Muskie
4" x 9", blue with red type and white border. Artifact no. 3.223

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Ed Muskie
3.5" x 8.5", white with red type. Artifact no. 3.226

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Muskie
4.5" x 7.25", white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.220

Bumper sticker, Think Muskie!
3" x 11.5", shiny blue and silver with white type and drawing of a muskie fish. Artifact no. 3.239

Bumper sticker, Vote for Progress, Re-Elect Muskie
3.75" x 14", orange and black with black and orange type. Artifact no. 3.216

Bumper sticker, Vote for Progress, Re-Elect Muskie
3.75" x 14", orange and black with black and orange type. Artifact no. 3.219

Bumper sticker, We Like Muskie
3.75" x 15", blue with red type. Artifact no. 3.246

Bumper sticker, We Like Muskie
3.5" x 11.5", black with white and orange type. Artifact no. 3.230

Bumper sticker, We Trust Muskie
4" x 10.75", blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.233
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)
Bumper sticker, We Trust Muskie
4” x 10.75”, blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.258

Bumper sticker, We Want Progress, Vote Muskie
4” x 18”, white and green with red type, signed by Adlai E. Stevenson. Artifact no. 3.244

Button (informational artifact), Ed Muskie
1.25” dia., orange/red with off-white type. Artifact no. 3.042

Button (informational artifact), Ed Muskie is a Great Senator
2.25” dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.038

Button (informational artifact), Ed Muskie of Maine
1.5” dia., blue with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.036

Button (informational artifact), Ed Muskie
1.25” dia., green with white type. Artifact no. 3.352

Button (informational artifact), I Love Ed
1.75” dia., white and blue with blue type and black flower design. Artifact no. 3.016

Button (informational artifact), Maine for Muskie
1.5” dia., white and red with blue type. Artifact no. 3.002

Button (informational artifact), Maine for Muskie
1.625” dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.009

Button (informational artifact), Muskie
1.25” dia., white with blue and red type ("US" is red). Artifact no. 3.024

Button (informational artifact), Muskie
1.25” dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.026

Button (informational artifact), Muskie
2” dia., red with white type. Artifact no. 3.034

Button (informational artifact), Muskie caricature
1.25” dia., white with black caricature of Muskie's face. Artifact no. 3.031
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Ravenal Seal of Approval, Muskie n.d.
1” dia. pin, red with white type, affixed to 4” long red, white, and blue ribbon.
Artifact no. 3.033

Button (informational artifact), We Like Muskie n.d.
1.5” dia., blue with orange type. Artifact no. 3.027

Lapel pin, Muskie n.d.
0.5” x 1.5” red with white type. Artifact no. 3.379

Pin (jewelry), Maine for Muskie n.d.
0.75” x 1”, white plastic in the shape of the state of Maine with red lettering.
Artifact no. 3.374

Pin (jewelry), Muskie n.d.
0.25” x 1.125”, gold. Artifact no. 3.005

Pin (jewelry), Muskie n.d.
0.75” x 1.75”, silver with rhinestones. Artifact no. 3.023

Plastic bag, Ed Muskie asks you to help keep Maine clean n.d.
8.5” x 11” Gren ink on white plastic. Artifact no. 3.482

11” x 14”. Artifact no. 3.482a

Plastic bag, Let's not Litter Long Island, with pen sketch of Muskie version n.d.
8.5” x 11” Orange and blue ink on white plastic. Writing in pen shows re-design for Muskie campaign. Artifact no. 3.483

Political cartoon, "May 2nd Ed Muskie Nite!" n.d.
“May 2nd Ed Muskie Nite!” Sentinel, Waterville, Maine. Undated. Artist: Ken Berry. Artifact no. 3.408

Political cartoon, Muskie as tailor n.d.
Muskie, other than campaigns & undated artifacts (continued)
Political cartoon, "Sen. E.S. Muskie" n.d.
Artist: Harrigan. Artifact no. 3.401

Poster, Go Ahead with Ed n.d.
14" x 10", white with red type and b/w caricature of Muskie. Artifact no. 3.340

Sticker, Ed Muskie of Maine
1.75" x 7" sheet of 4 stickers (each 1.5" dia.), white with blue and red type.
Artifact no. 3.265

1928-1957 presidential campaigns, conventions & inaugurations
Lapel pin, Hoover Curtis [1928]
3/4" x 1" (elephant-shaped), blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.340

Button (informational artifact), Vote Democratic and Don't Let Them Take it Away [1952]
2.25" dia., white with blue type and photograph of Stevenson. Artifact no. 3.115

Button (informational artifact), $5 I am a Stevenson Team Member. [1952 or 1956]
1.25" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.111

Button (informational artifact), $5 I am a Stevenson Captain [1952 or 1956]
1.5" dia., blue and red with white type. Artifact no. 3.112

Button (informational artifact), America Needs Stevenson for President [1952 or 1956]
4" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.110

Button (informational artifact), I Like Ike [1952 or 1956]
3" dia., red, white, and blue with blue type. Artifact no. 3.118

Button (informational artifact), Stevenson [1952 or 1956]
3/4" dia., red, white, and blue with blue type. Artifact no. 3.113

Button (informational artifact), Stevenson [1952 or 1956]
3/4" dia., gray and red with white type and photograph of Stevenson.
Artifact no. 3.114

Decal, Adlai Stevenson circa 1952
5" x 5", blue iron-on decal transferred onto white fabric. Portrait with "Democratic Candidate Adlai Stevenson". Artifact no. 3.375
1928-1957 presidential campaigns, conventions & inaugurations (continued)

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Chicago, Governor Edmund S. Muskie 1956
6" x 2.25", bronze medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.208

Button (informational artifact), For President Eisenhower [1956]
1" dia., white with red and blue type, photograph of Eisenhower, and American flags. Artifact no. 3.117

Admission ticket, Presidential inauguration Jan. 21, 1957
Approx. 4.5" x 2.5", paper. Allows admission to the President's Platform at the East front of Capitol. Artifact no. 3.527

License plate, Eisenhower/Nixon inauguration Jan. 31, 1957
Metal with white, red and blue paint, and halftone images of Eisenhower and Nixon. Reads "Inaugural / 2255 / Ex. 1-31-57 Dist. of Col." Artifact no. 3.484

1960 Democratic National Convention

Badge, Democratic National Convention 1960
2.5" x 3.5", laminated white paper with red and blue type. "Maine Convention Floor Delegate No. 1". Artifact no. 3.366

Document bag, Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles, North Carolina 1960
10" x 13.5", white plastic with red and blue print and metal zipper, signed by Governor Luther Hodges. Artifact no. 3.326

Document bag, Johnson for President, Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles, Delegate 1960
11.5" x 14.25", black vinyl plastic with silver print. Artifact no. 3.325 1960

Key, Flying Donkey Club from Democratic National Convention 1960
Brass colored metal key with "Air Transport Association Flying Donkey Club" and "National Democratic Convention" on one side, image of donkey on an airplane and "Delegate Los Angeles 1960" on the other. Artifact no. 3.586

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles, Senator Edmund S. Muskie 1960
5" x 1.625", gold medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.209

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles 1960, Delegate 1960
4" x 1.75", silver medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.211

Sticker, Democratic National Convention, Los Angeles 1960
4" dia., white with red and blue print and drawings of winking donkey and white house. Artifact no. 3.287
1960 presidential campaign & inauguration: Kennedy-Johnson, plus miscellaneous John F. Kennedy ephemera

Button (informational artifact), Kennedy [1960]
1" dia., red, white, and blue with white type and photograph of JFK. Artifact no. 3.096

Button (informational artifact), Kennedy for President [1960]
3" dia., holographic, blue and white with white type, photograph of JFK, and red rim. Artifact no. 3.094

Button (informational artifact), Kennedy for President [1960]
7/8" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.097

Button (informational artifact), Kennedy, He Will Win for President [1960]
2.5" dia., holographic, white and black with white type, photograph of JFK, and blue rim. Artifact no. 3.095

Campaign contribution book, Citizens for Kennedy-Johnson 1960
Approx. 2.625" x 5.5", Campaign Certificate Book. No. 27610, completely intact. Artifact no. 3.568

Cigarettes in box, "Let's Back Jack" 1960
Box is approx. 4.25" x 3" x 0.75", with "Let's Back Jack" in red white and blue on cover, contains filterless cigarettes with "Let's Back Jack" in gold on the side. Nat Sherman Presidential Cigarette Artifact no. 3.570

Identification Badge, Ed. Muskie for Kennedy Visit Nov. 7, 1960
Approx. 3" x 2", reads "Official / Maine Democratic Party / Kennedy Visit, Nov. 7, 1960 / Ed. Muskie". Artifact no. 3.575

Pamphlet, "Kennedy: Leader for the 60's" 1960
Approx. 4.25" x 5.125", 24 pages plus cover. Published by Citizens for Kennedy and Johnson. Artifact no. 3.569

Portrait of John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Kennedy [1960]
Poster print of a photograph portrait of "THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY" "Courtesy of The American Weekly" 17" x 22" Found behind item 3.442 in a frame. Artifact no. 3.441

Kennedy inaugural address and state of the union, with customized cover 1961
Hard bound, approx. 6" x 9.25", with Edmund S. Muskie's name on cover. Artifact no. 3.571
1960 presidential campaign & inauguration: Kennedy-Johnson, plus miscellaneous John F. Kennedy ephemera (continued)

Pin/medal, John F. Kennedy/Lyndon B. Johnson Inaugural, January 20 1961, Inaugural Committee 1961
7" x 2", gold medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.212

Presidential inauguration license plate 1961
Metal with white, red and blue paint. No. 604. Artifact no. 3.485

Invitation, Democratic National Committee Inaugural Gala for Kennedy and Johnson Jan. 1961
Paper, approx. 7" x 9.75" open. Includes contribution RSVP card and envelope, and original mailing envelope. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaissou Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.559

Invitation, Kennedy and Johnson inauguration Jan. 1961
Paper folder, approx. 8.375" x 11.25" closed, with original mailing envelope. Received in folder marked "Irene Chaissou Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.555

Program, JFK Inaugural Anniversary Dinner Jan. 20, 1962
Approx. 8.375" x 11". "New Purpose, New Progress -- The Exciting First Year of the New Frontier." Features pictoral on Kennedy, plus program and lists of attendees for dinner held at the National Gu Artifact no. 3.576

Captioned photograph of Muskie, JFK and others in oval office circa 1962
Black and white photograph with humorous captions typed on white paper and adhered with glue, in black wooden frame with glass approx. 10.75" x 9". Artifact no. 3.567

Program, "Dinner with the President" Jan. 31, 1963
Hard bound, approx. 7" x 10", with Kennedy's face on cover. Program for the 50th anniversary of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. Artifact no. 3.572

Plastic-bound book approx. 9" x 11" total. Includes list of committee members, a 13-page pictoral of President Kennedy, and approx. 100 pages of advertisements by contributors & sponsors. Artifact no. 3.578

1964 Democratic National Convention
Admission ticket, Democratic National Convention Distinguished Guest Reserved Section Aug. 24, 1964
3.25" x 7.375" golden paper with red and blue type. Uncut. Artifact no. 3.496
1964 Democratic National Convention (continued)
Admission ticket, Democratic National Convention stage Aug. 24, 1964
3.25" x 7.375" pink paper with red and blue type. Uncut. Artifact no. 3.493

Admission ticket, Democratic National Convention stage Aug. 25, 1964
3.25" x 7.375" blue paper with red and blue type. Uncut. Artifact no. 3.494

Admission ticket, Democratic National Convention stage Aug. 26, 1964
3.25" x 7.375" white paper with red and blue type. Uncut. Artifact no. 3.495

Badge, Democratic National Convention 1964
2.25" x 3.625", white plastic with red, white and blue print. "Honored Guest No. G 005". Artifact no. 3.367

Badge, Network Election Service 1964
3" x 2", white paper card with red, black and blue print. ABC, CBS, NBC, AP, UPI. Artifact no. 3.590

Banner, Happy Birthday Mr. President, Atlantic City 1964
12" x 29in. (triangular shape), white felt with blue and red type and b/w photograph of Johnson. Artifact no. 3.330

Key, Air Transport Association Flying Donkey Club. 1964
Approx. 2" long, metallic key. Delegate, Atlantic City 1964, with image of a Donkey riding on top of an airplane. Artifact no. 3.380

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Atlantic City, Senator Edmund S. Muskie 1964
6" x 2", gold medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.210

1964 presidential campaign: Goldwater-Miller
Bumper sticker, Goldwater Miller [1964]
3.5" x 13.75", blue with red and white type. Artifact no. 3.310

1964 presidential campaign & inauguration: Johnson-Humphrey
Banner, Lyndon [1964]
9.5" x 22.5" (triangular shape), white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.331

Bumper sticker, Johnson Humphrey for the USA [1964]
3.5" x 12", red and blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.283
1964 presidential campaign & inauguration: Johnson-Humphrey (continued)

Bumper sticker, Johnson Humphrey [1964]
3.5" x 11.125", red and blue with white type and photographs of Johnson and Humphrey. Artifact no. 3.284

Bumper sticker, LBJ-HHH [1964]
3.5" x 10.5", black with red print. Artifact no. 3.282

Button (informational artifact), For President Lyndon B. Johnson circa 1964
6" dia., white with blue and red type, b/w photograph of LBJ. Artifact no. 3.342

Button (informational artifact), Johnson-Humphrey, Vote Democratic. [1964]
1.125" dia., red and blue with white type, photographs of Johnson and Humphrey, and outline of United States. Artifact no. 3.100

Button (informational artifact), LBJ for the USA [1964]
1" dia., red, white, and blue with white, red, and blue type. Artifact no. 3.102

Button (informational artifact), My Brand's LBJ [1964]
7/8" dia., red, white, and blue with blue type. Artifact no. 3.101

Button (informational artifact), Scientists Engineers Johnson Humphrey [1964]
1.5" dia., light blue with white atomic design and black type. Artifact no. 3.098

Cufflinks, shaped like Resistol hats, with “LBJ” circa 1964
Two metal cufflinks, approx. 1" x 0.75" x 0.25" each. Shaped like cowboy hats with LBJ across them. Artifact no. 3.500

Lapel pin, Johnson-Humphrey, Vote Democratic [1964]
1.25" x 1.5", red and blue with white type, photographs of Johnson and Humphrey, and outline of United States. Artifact no. 3.099

Novelty license plate, "All the Way with L B J" 1964
6" x 12", white with red type. Artifact no. 3.351

Poster, "LBJ FOR THE USA" 1964
13" x 12", black, blue and red ink on paper. Artifact no. 3.472

Poster, "JOHNSON HUMPHREY FOR THE USA" 1964
20.25" x 28.5", black, blue and red ink on paper. Artifact no. 3.473
Item list for Series XIII.C
Artifacts: Political ephemera

1964 presidential campaign & inauguration: Johnson-Humphrey (continued)
Stamps, LBJ for the USA [1964]
10" x 1.75" sheet of 20 stamps, blue, white, and red with white, red, and blue type.
Artifact no. 3.286

Sticker, Johnson Muskie 1964 1964
3" dia., off-white with blue print. Artifact no. 3.288

Sticker, LBJ USA [1964]
6" x 6" (shield-shaped), white, blue, and red with white type and photograph of Johnson.
Artifact no. 3.285

Tray, Muskie and LBJ 1964
Garnet colored plastic cafeteria-style tray with white printing: seal of the State of Maine, portraits of ESM and LBJ, along with quotes from both men and their signatures. Approx. 17" x 12" x 1"
Artifact no. 3.514

Presidential inauguration license plate 1965
Metal with white, red and blue paint. No. 590 Artifact no. 3.486

Invitation, Johnson and Humphrey inauguration Jan. 1965
Paper folder, approx. 8.375" x 11" closed, with original mailing envelope. Received in folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.554

1968 Democratic National Convention
Button (informational artifact), Mayor Richard J. Daley, Hello! Democrats [1968]
4" dia., white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.203

Muskie Tag/Pass, Democratic National Convention 1968
4.25" x 4.375", white paper with green print. Matches Honored Guest Pass from same year; only printing is a large green star and "Muskie". Artifact no. 3.370

Delegate floor pass, Democratic National Convention Aug. 27, 1968
3.375" x 2.125" blue and white plastic. Apparently activated a magnetic or computerized admission system. No. 1727. Artifact no. 3.488

Guest pass, Democratic National Convention Aug. 27, 1968
3.375" x 2.125" orange and white plastic. Apparently activated a magnetic or computerized admission system. Valid for 2nd floor only. No. 2042. Artifact no. 3.491
1968 Democratic National Convention (continued)
Delegate floor pass, Democratic National Convention Aug. 28, 1968
3.375" x 2.125" blue and white plastic. Apparently activated a magnetic or computerized admission system. No. 3772. Artifact no. 3.489

Delegate floor pass, Democratic National Convention Aug. 29, 1968
3.375" x 2.125" blue and white plastic. Apparently activated a magnetic or computerized admission system. No. 3682. Artifact no. 3.490

Honored Guest pass, Democratic National Convention Aug. 29, 1968
3.375" x 2.125" green and white plastic. Apparently activated a magnetic or computerized admission system. Valid for 1st or 2nd level. No. 1267. Artifact no. 3.492

Key, Air Transport Association Flying Donkey Club. 1968
Approx. 2" long, metallic key. Delegate, Chicago 1968, with image of a Donkey riding on top of an airplane. Artifact no. 3.381

1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie
Banner, Humphrey Muskie [1968]
24.25" x 17.75", plastic, red and blue with white type, with b/w drawing of Muskie and Humphrey in front of white house. Artifact no. 3.334

Banner (plastic), Humphrey Muskie 1968
10.5" x 14.5", red, white, and blue plastic flag with blue and red print. Artifact no. 3.328

Banner (plastic), HUMPHREY [1968]
33.5" x 11.5" Blue and white ink on transparent plastic. Artifact no. 3.479

Banner (plastic), MUSKIE [1968]
34" x 11.5" Blue and white ink on transparent plastic. Artifact no. 3.480

Banner (plastic), MUSKIE [1968]
34" x 11.5" Red and white ink on transparent plastic. Artifact no. 3.481

Banner, Labor Loves HHH [1968]
68" x 22" Red ink on white paper. Artifact no. 3.477

Banner, Labor Loves Hubert! [1968]
68" x 22" Blue ink on white paper. Artifact no. 3.478
**1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)**

Bumper sticker, HHH Humphrey
3.5" x 15", white with red type and blue HHH design. Artifact no. 3.274

Bumper sticker, Humphrey Muskie
3" x 15", white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.273

Bumper sticker, Humphrey Muskie
3.75" x 11", white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.275

Bumper sticker, Humphrey Muskie
3" x 15", white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.276

Bumper sticker, Humphrey Muskie
3.75" x 12", blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.279

Bumper sticker, Humphrey-Muskie
3.125" x 15", neon orange with black type, row of stars across bottom. Artifact no. 3.581

Bumper sticker, Tylko HHH i Muskie sa z nami!
3.75" x 15", blue with orange and white type. Artifact no. 3.272

Bumper sticker, Viva! HHH
3.75" x 12", yellow with red type. Artifact no. 3.278

Bumper sticker, Viva! HHH Muskie
3" x 10", yellow with red and black type. Artifact no. 3.277

Button (informational artifact), Voting for #2 Muskie, We'll try harder in '72 circa 1968
2.125" dia., white with green type. Artifact no. 3.029

Button (informational artifact), A Winning Team, Humphrey-Muskie 1968
1.75" dia., white with red type, blue stars, and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.081

Button (informational artifact), Behind All Great Men, Mrs. Humphrey, Mrs. Muskie 1968
3.5" dia., white with red and blue type and photographs of Mrs. Humphrey and Mrs. Muskie. Artifact no. 3.075
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Bergen Youth for Humphrey 1968
1.75" dia., yellow with black type. Artifact no. 3.084

Button (informational artifact), Democrats for Equality
1.5" dia., white with black type, photographs of Humphrey and Muskie and drawing of shaking hands. Artifact no. 3.074

Button (informational artifact), Elect Humphrey President, Muskie Vice President
1.75" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.057

Button (informational artifact), For Pres.- V. Pres., Humphrey-Muskie 1968
1" dia., black with white type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.051

Button (informational artifact), For President Hubert H. Humphrey
1.25" dia., white with black type, photograph of Humphrey and drawings of donkeys. Artifact no. 3.060

Button (informational artifact), H.H.H.
1" dia., white with green type and blue rim. Artifact no. 3.056

Button (informational artifact), H.H.H./Humphrey for President
2.5" dia., holographic, blue with red and black type and photograph of Humphrey. Artifact no. 3.087

Button (informational artifact), HHH
1" dia., white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.080

Button (informational artifact), HHH Humphrey
1.125" dia., red with white type and blue/white HHH design. Artifact no. 3.052

Button (informational artifact), HHH Humphrey
1.125" dia., white with red type and blue/white HHH design. Artifact no. 3.053

Button (informational artifact), HHH Humphrey
2.25" dia., white with red type and blue/white HHH design. Artifact no. 3.061

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey
1.125" dia., blue with white cursive type. Artifact no. 3.065
**1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)**

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey and Muskie 1968
3.5" dia., white, red, and blue with white, red, and blue type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie.  
Artifact no. 3.047

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey and Muskie Photographs 1968
1.75" dia., white with photographs of Humphrey and Muskie and red, white, and blue ribbon design around rim.  
Artifact no. 3.063

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey and Muskie Portraits on American Flag 1968
1.75" x 2.75", blue with United States-shaped American flag and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie.  
Artifact no. 3.072

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey and Muskie Photographs, 1968 1968
1.75" dia., red and white with gray type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie and drawings of donkeys.  
Artifact no. 3.073

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey and Muskie Photographs 1968
2.75" dia. (oval-shaped pin), white with American flag design and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie.  
Artifact no. 3.082

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey for President 1968
3.5" dia., white with black type, American flag designs, and photograph of Humphrey.  
Artifact no. 3.086

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey for President 1968
2.25" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type.  
Artifact no. 3.093

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1" dia., white with blue type.  
Artifact no. 3.054

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.125" dia., red, white, and blue with blue and red type.  
Artifact no. 3.058

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.25" dia., blue and red with white type.  
Artifact no. 3.059

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.125" dia., red and blue with white type.  
Artifact no. 3.066
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.125" dia., red, white, and blue with blue type. Artifact no. 3.067

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
2.25" dia., white with black type and rim and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.091

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.75" dia., white with blue type, American flag design, and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.092

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie, Vote Nov. 5 1968
2" dia., red and white with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.055

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey Muskie, Sock-it-to-Em 1968
2.125" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.070

Button (informational artifact), Humphrey/Muskie 1968
2.5" dia., holographic, white with black type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.088

Button (informational artifact), If I Were 21 I'd Vote for Humphrey 1968
3.5" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.062

Button (informational artifact), Little People for Humphrey 1968
1.75" dia., black with yellow type. Artifact no. 3.068

Button (informational artifact), Now Power, Humphrey, Muksie 1968
3.5" dia., white with red and blue type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.049

Button (informational artifact), Responsible Leadership, Humphrey-Muskie 1968
3.5" dia., white, red, and blue with white type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.048

Button (informational artifact), Responsible Leadership, Humphrey-Muskie 1968
1.75" dia., white, red, and blue with white type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie (similar to 3.0048). Artifact no. 3.079
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Student Coalition, Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.375" dia., orange with blue type and drawing of fingers making the peace sign. Artifact no. 3.083

Button (informational artifact), The Winning Team, Humphrey and Muskie 1968
1.25" dia., white with black type and photographs of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.069

Button (informational artifact), Viva! HHH Muskie 1968
1.25" dia., yellow with red and black type. Artifact no. 3.085

Button (informational artifact), Waverly Friends for HHH 1968
2.25" dia., white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.071

Button (informational artifact), Women for Humphrey 1968
1.25" dia., white and green with black type and white silhouette of woman. Artifact no. 3.064

Charm bracelet, Downeast Yankee [1968]
7" chain with oval charm 0.5" x 0.75", gold colored metal. “Downeast Yankee” refers to the airplane used by Muskie during the 1968 campaign. Artifact no. 3.573

Cuff links, Downeast Yankee [1968]
Two cufflinks each approx. 0.5" x 0.75", gold colored metal. “Downeast Yankee” refers to the airplane used by Muskie during the 1968 campaign. Artifact no. 3.574

Handmade Placard, Protect Your Civil Rights, United Mexican American Voters. [1968]
20" x 16", white with black type, photograph of Humphrey and Muskie, and multi-colored confetti glued on; accompanied by a flyer from ticker-tape parade. Artifact no. 3.337

Key Fob, HHH. 1968
1" diameter circular, gold-colored metallic key fob with chain and ring. Artifact no. 3.382

17.5" x 22.5", white with black type, two sided, with b/w photograph of Muskie and contrast of Humphrey vs. Nixon. Artifact no. 3.343

Lapel pin, Humphrey 1968
7/8" x 1.375", white with blue type and red stripes. Artifact no. 3.090
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)

Lapel pin, Humphrey Muskie 1968
1.25" x 1.5", white with red and blue type and blue stars. Artifact no. 3.050

Pin (jewelry), ESM [1968] 1/2" x.625", gold. Artifact no. 3.022

Pin (jewelry), ESM 1968 1/2" x.625", gold. Artifact no. 3.077

Pin (jewelry), HHH 1968 3/8" x.5", gold. Artifact no. 3.076

Pin (jewelry), HHH 1968 1/2" x.625", gold. Artifact no. 3.078

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Chicago, Senator Edmund S. Muskie. 1968
4.5" x 1.625", gold medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon. Artifact no. 3.213

Plastic "Campaign Cap", Humphrey Muskie 1968
4" x 11.625", white plastic with red and blue printing. Artifact no. 3.359

Plastic Coin Bag, Humphrey Muskie 1968
4" x 3.5", white plastic with red and blue printing. "For Parking and Toll Coins."
Artifact no. 3.360

Plastic Sticker, Humphrey Muskie 1968
4" x 12", clear plastic with red, white, and blue printing, and adhesive strips at both ends.
Artifact no. 3.358

Plastic Sticker, Humphrey*Muskie 1968
"Some Men Talk About Change Others Cause It" with Humphrey portrait, 4" x 6", clear plastic with red, white, blue and black printing, and adhesive strips at both ends.
Artifact no. 3.357

Political cartoon, "Catch of the Season!" Oct. 8, 1968
Pinellas Democrats shown with Muskie as a fish. Inscribed. St. Petersburg Times.
Artifact no. 3.421
**1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)**

Political cartoon, "Flowers that Bloom in the Fall" Oct. 21, 1968
Democratic donkey watering plants labeled "Humphrey Muskie Ticket"; final panel shows Muskie's bloom much larger and higher than Humphrey's. Providence Bulletin. Artifact no. 3.424

Humphrey as a hunter, and Muskie as a hound dog loved by ducks labeled "admiration of public and press". St. Paul Pioneer Press. Artifact no. 3.418

Images from Muskie campaign. Inscribed. Worcester Telegram. Artifact no. 3.420

Political cartoon, "Psst - I Just Wanted to Whisper in Your Ear Privately" circa 1968
Democratic leaders as donkey speaking to Sen. Muskie. Undated. Artist: Ken Foster. Artifact no. 3.405

Political cartoon, "Well Sir, I had to take Agnew. There was just no way to get Muskie." Nixon speaking to Eisenhower. Undated. Artifact no. 3.422 circa 1968

Political cartoon, "What's new at the box office?" 1968
Democratic donkey changing the marquee to show Muskie's name in larger letters than Humphrey's; nearby sign reads "Starring MUSKIE in the critical vice-presidential role / With Humphrey". The Kansas Artifact no. 3.423

Poster, "For a great President" and "For a great Vice President" [1968]
Citizens for Humphrey-Muskie poster; photographs of the two candidates. Blue and black ink on paperboard. 36" x 24" Artifact no. 3.448

Poster, Muriel Humphrey [1968]
20" x 29.5", white with black type, b/w photograph of Muriel Humphrey with two children, printed autograph. Artifact no. 3.475

Poster, Humphrey-Muskie [1968]
14.5" x 23", white with blue type, b/w photograph of Humphrey and Muskie. Artifact no. 3.349

Poster, Humphrey photograph [1968]
14" x 11", white, b/w photograph of Humphrey and signature. Artifact no. 3.347

Poster, Humphrey: "Some talk change/Others cause it." [1968]
22.5" x 33.75" Color photograph of Humphrey. Artifact no. 3.476
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)
Poster, Muskie for Vice President [1968]
28" x 22", white paperboard with red lettering, autographed by Gov. Curtis.
Artifact no. 3.346

Poster, "Muskie for Vice President" 1968
White paperboard with red lettering. Autographed by Governor Kenneth Curtis.
Artifact no. 3.436

Maine for Humphrey-Muskie poster; photograph of two candidates. 22" x 34"
Artifact no. 3.447

Poster, Student Coalition Humphrey Muskie (W.C. Fields) 1968
White paperboard with blue, black and neon orange printing. Photograph of W. C. Fields with Humphrey Muskie Student Coalition Button with fingers giving the peace sign on it.
Lettering across botto Artifact no. 3.464

Poster, The First Team, Vote Humphrey-Muskie 1968
20" x 26", white with black type, b/w drawing of Muskie and Humphrey in front of white house. Larger version of 3.0348 Artifact no. 3.474

Poster, The First Team, Vote Humphrey-Muskie [1968]
14.25" x 11", white with black type, b/w drawing of Muskie and Humphrey in front of white house. Smaller version of 3.0474Artifact no. 3.348

Poster, The Only Man Qualified to be Vice President. Muskie. [1968]
22" x 14.5", white and black with black and white type, b/w photograph of Muskie.
Artifact no. 3.350

Poster, "UNITE WITH HUMPHREY". [1968]
With photograph of Hubert Humphrey and text. 20" x 35" Artifact no. 3.450

Sash, Humphrey & Muskie [1968]
3" x 60", white satin with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.335

Sash, Humphrey Muskie [1968]
4.5" x 60", plastic white, blue, and red with white type, with fastening instructions. Artifact no. 3.333
1968 Presidential campaign: Humphrey-Muskie (continued)

Schedule with autographs  Sept. 1, 1968
Approx. 8.5" x 14", paper mounted on paperboard. Typed copy of the Senator's schedule for Sept. 1, 1968, autographed by members of the Official Party: Sen. and Mrs. Muskie, Don Nicoll, George Mitchell  Artifact no. 3.541

Sticker, Humphrey  [1968]
3" x 5" (United States shaped), blue, white, and red with blue type.  Artifact no. 3.280

Sticker, Vote Democratic 1968 1968
3" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type.  Artifact no. 3.281

Tie clasp, Downeast Yankee  [1968]
Approx. 1.5" long with medallion 0.5" x 0.75", gold colored metal. “Downeast Yankee” refers to the airplane used by Muskie during the 1968 campaign.  Artifact no. 3.579

Tie tack, Downeast Yankee  [1968]
Approx. 0.5" x 0.75", gold colored metal. “Downeast Yankee” refers to the airplane used by Muskie during the 1968 campaign.  Artifact no. 3.580

1968-1972 anti-Nixon ephemera

Button (informational artifact), Dump Nixon circa 1972
1.5" dia., blue with blue type.  Artifact no. 3.199

Button (informational artifact), Happiness is a New President circa 1972
1.125" dia., white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.198

Button (informational artifact), Nixon, Gone with the Wind '72 circa 1972
3" dia., yellow with brown type and drawing of donkey passing gas with Nixon's face.  Artifact no. 3.197

Button (informational artifact), No More Years circa 1972
1.5" dia., white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.179

1.5" dia., orange with blue print.  Artifact no. 3.200

Button (informational artifact), Support Phase III, Dump Nixon circa 1972
1.25" dia., white with blue type.  Artifact no. 3.201
1968-1972 anti-Nixon ephemera (continued)

Daddy Sorebucks One Frozen Dollar 1971
Approx. 7.75" x 3.25". Satirical "One Frozen Dollar" bill with caricature of Nixon, various references to inflation throughout. Published by the Great American Dream Corp., Detroit. Donated by Susa Artifact no. 3.543

Bumper sticker, Eat Beans & Rabbit Stew, '72 Beat Nixon circa 1972
3.75" x 14.5", orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.261

Button (informational artifact), Spiro! n.d.
1.5" dia., white with brown type and drawing of donkey from behind. Artifact no. 3.196

Poster, "Nixon's the One" 1968
Photograph of pregnant woman with an afro hairstyle and a large button that reads, "Nixon's the One". 31" x 42" Shelly Roseman Photography. Artifact no. 3.443

Poster, "The Almanack of Poor Richard" 1968
Richard Nixon's head on the body of the farmer from American Gothic. 29.5" x 41.5"
Copyright 1968 Jack Shephard and Christopher S. Wren, Published by The World Publishing Company. Artifact no. 3.444

1960-1972 pro-Nixon ephemera

Button (informational artifact), Nixon Lodge [1960]
1" dia., blue, red, and white with white type. Artifact no. 3.103

Button (informational artifact), Democrats for Nixon n.d.
1" dia., white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.104

Button (informational artifact), Nixon Now circa 1972
1.125" dia., white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.105

Button (informational artifact), Nixon's the One! [1972]
1.375" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.108

Button (informational artifact), Now More Than Ever [1972]
3" dia., white with red and blue type and photograph of Nixon. Artifact no. 3.107

Button (informational artifact), President Nixon. Now More Than Ever [1972]
1.125" dia., white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.106
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign

Badge, Muskie Convention Committee ’72 (Larry Butler)  1972
  2” x 3”, plus ribbons. Badge from Miami Beach, Fla., No 307  Artifact no. 3.377

Badge, Muskie Convention Committee ’72 (Louise Butler)  1972
  2” x 3”, plus ribbons. Badge from Miami Beach, Fla., No 308  Artifact no. 3.378

Badge, Press 1972  1972
  Approx. 4" x2" x 0.5", white badge numbered 0007 with "Press 1972" on it, with alligator clip. Donated by Susan Harrigan, who worked as a press staff member on Muskie's 1972 campaign.  Artifact no. 3.545

Bumper sticker, Adelante Con Muskie!  circa 1972
  3.75" x 12.5", black with yellow type.  Artifact no. 3.243

Bumper sticker, America Needs Muskie  circa 1972
  4" x 15", white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.257

Bumper sticker, Believe Muskie  circa 1972
  3.75" x 15", blue with orange type.  Artifact no. 3.269

Bumper sticker, Edziu Sixtus Marciszewski  circa 1972
  2.375" x 23.625", red with yellow type.  Artifact no. 3.235

Bumper sticker, For President Muskie  circa 1972
  3.75" x 14.75", blue with white and red type.  Artifact no. 3.241

Bumper sticker, For President Muskie  circa 1972
  3.75" x 14.75", blue with white and red type.  Artifact no. 3.260

Bumper sticker, Muskie!  circa 1972
  3.75" x 15", blue with orange type.  Artifact no. 3.267

Bumper sticker, Muskie!  circa 1972
  3.75" x 14.5", blue with orange type.  Artifact no. 3.268

Bumper sticker, Muskie '72  circa 1972
  4" x 10.75", red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.256

Bumper sticker, Muskie - '72 "With Malice Toward None"  circa 1972
  4" x 15", white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.263
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

Bumper sticker, Muskie for You In '72' circa 1972
3.5" x 9", red, white and blue. "By Authority Staszak's Democratic Org., Frank Miedusiewski, Treas." (Baltimore) Artifact no. 3.354

Bumper sticker, Muskie Na Prezydenta circa 1972
3.5" x 13.5", red with white type. Artifact no. 3.242

Bumper sticker, Muskie-Nader for 1972 circa 1972
3" x 15", orange with black type. Artifcat no. 3.312

Bumper sticker, President Muskie! (Don't you feel better already?) circa 1972
3.75" x 14.75", blue with orange type. Artifact no. 3.270

Bumper sticker, "Will Muskie Pique Too Soon?" circa 1972
4" x 14.75", white with black, blue, and red type and caricature of angry Muskie. Artifact no. 3.240

Button (informational artifact), Aries for Muskie circa 1972
2.5" dia., off-white with red type and blue zodiac designs. Artifact no. 3.039

Button (informational artifact), Believe Muskie circa 1972
1" dia., white with black type. Artifact no. 3.043

Button (informational artifact), Believe Muskie circa 1972
1.125" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.046

Button (informational artifact), Edmund Muskie '72 circa 1972
1.5" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.008

Button (informational artifact), Love Muskie circa 1972
2.125" dia., white with red and blue type and drawings of yellow and blue flowers. Artifact no. 3.012

Button (informational artifact), Man of the Year, Maine's U.S. Senator Ed Muskie, Will Do in "72" circa 1972
2.5" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.030

Button (informational artifact), Muskie circa 1972
2.125" dia., white and blue with red type and drawings of bumblebee and beehive. Artifact no. 3.013
**1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)**

Button (informational artifact), Muskie circa 1972
2.125" dia., white, green, and blue with pink type and drawing of flowers and flowerpot. Artifact no. 3.014

Button (informational artifact), Muskie! circa 1972
1.125" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.025

Button (informational artifact), Muskie! circa 1972
1.25" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.035

Button (informational artifact), Muskie and Nader in 1972 circa 1972
7/8" dia., white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.037

Button (informational artifact), Muskie in '72 circa 1972
3.5" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.006

Button (informational artifact), Muskie '72 circa 1972
2" dia., blue with red type and white drawing of Muskie's face. Artifact no. 3.032

Button (informational artifact), Muskie 72 circa 1972
1.75" dia., white with green type and drawing of pine tree. Artifact no. 3.010

Button (informational artifact), Muskie 72 circa 1972
2.125" dia., white with pink type and drawing of multi-colored butterfly. Artifact no. 3.015

Button (informational artifact), Muskie 72 circa 1972
7/8" dia., green with white type. Artifact no. 3.017

Button (informational artifact), Muskie 72 circa 1972
2.125" dia., white with red and blue type and drawing of donkey holding a heart in its mouth. Artifact no. 3.020

Button (informational artifact), Muskie 72 circa 1972
1.75" dia., white with green type and drawing of fir tree (similar to 3.010). Artifact no. 3.045

Button (informational artifact), Muskie for President circa 1972
3.5" dia., blue with white type, "MUSKIE" and color photograph. Artifact no. 3.001

Button (informational artifact), Muskie for President circa 1972
1.5" dia., red with white type. Artifact no. 3.019
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Must "Bee" Muskie
1.25" dia., white with blue type and drawing of bee. Artifact no. 3.018

Button (informational artifact), Pisces for Muskie
2.5" dia., off-white with red type and blue zodiac designs. Artifact no. 3.040

Button (informational artifact), President Muskie! (Don't you feel better already?)
1.5" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.028

Button (informational artifact), Sagittarius for Muskie
2.5" dia., off-white with red type and blue zodiac designs. Artifact no. 3.041

Button (informational artifact), Sixtus
1.25" dia., yellow with green type. Artifact no. 3.007

Button (informational artifact), Sixtus
1.25" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.021

Button (informational artifact), Trust Muskie
2" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.004

Button (informational artifact), Youth Coalition for Muskie
1.25" dia., white with green type. Artifact no. 3.003

Envelope, Muskie '72 campaign
Letter-size envelope with evergreen tree Muskie '72 logo on front. 3 envelopes retained. Artifact no. 3.532

Luggage tag, Senator Muskie Trip
4" x 6" cardboard with red and white printing. "Senator Muskie Trip" with large "M" on front, blanks to fill in up to five stops and name on reverse, with instructions "If found return to office of S" Artifact no. 3.510

Luggage tag, Senator Muskie Trip
4" x 6" cardboard with red and white printing. "Senator Muskie Trip" with large "M" on front, blanks to fill in up to five stops and name on reverse, with instructions "If found return to office of S" Artifact no. 3.546
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

Luggage tag, Senator Muskie Trip  
4" x 6" cardboard with red and white printing. "Senator Muskie Trip" with large "M" on front, blanks to fill in up to five stops and name on reverse, with instructions "If found return to office of S  
Artifact no. 3.547

Matchbook, Muskie for President  
2" x 1.5" (closed), white paper with red type.  
Artifact no. 3.372

Membership card, Muskie for '72 Club, issued to Mrs. Muskie  
Approx. 3.875" x 2.25".  
Artifact no. 3.520

Membership card, Muskie for '72 Club, issued to Sen. Muskie  
Approx. 3.875" x 2.25".  
Artifact no. 3.519

Mug, "Muskie '72"  
Approx. 3" in diameter, 3.5" tall, white glass drinking mug with "MUSKIE '72" painted on the side; lettering is all red except for "US" in "MUSKIE", which is blue. Donated by Leon Billings in 2010.  
Artifact no. 3.587

Necktie, embroidered with "Muskie For President 1972"  
Approx. 54" x 4.5" at widest point; white polyester cloth with blue and red machine embroidery.  
Artifact no. 3.542

Newsprint pamphlet, "Why Muskie?"  
Published by People for Muskie. 8-page newspaper about why Muskie should be President.  
Artifact no. 3.437

Pillow (inflatable), Muskie 72  
12.5" x 12.5", clear plastic pillow with red and blue print and picture of donkey with heart in its mouth.  
Artifact no. 3.327

Pin, 1972 Staff  
Approx. 0.75" x 0.5" x 0.5", blue on white enamel pin reading "1972 Staff". Donated by Susan Harrigan, who worked as a press staff member on Muskie's 1972 campaign.  
Artifact no. 3.544

Plastic bag, Muskie '72  
16" x 16", white with red type and green tree, with plastic handle.  
Artifact no. 3.336
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

Plastic flag, Muskie
8.5" x 6.25", plastic flag with red and blue type, pole and suction cup attached. Artifact no. 3.329

Plastic MUSKIE! car topper
Yellow plastic car topper with blue and orange "MUSKIE!" stickers on either side and adhesive pads on bottom. Approx. 20" x 4" x 4.5" Artifact no. 3.369

Political cartoon, "Gotów Do Kampanii"
Muskie in an airplane over the United States. Appeared in Dziennik Związkowy (Polish Daily Zgoda) in Chicago, Ill. Original accompanying materials in Series 1, Box 1657, Folder 9. Artifact no. 3.419

Political cartoon, "Locked-In By Choice!"
Gov. Curtis in stocks with lock "RFK for President" watches McCarthy, Humphrey and others flock to Muskie for President. Undated. Artifact no. 3.417

Political cartoon, Muskie and Ted Kennedy as "American Gothic"
Ted Kennedy and Muskie as American Gothic. Not original, but mounted and with inscription from P.S. Was used as a magazine cover. Undated. Artifact no. 3.426

Poster, "Believe Muskie"
b/w, with photograph of Muskie and text. 17" x 22" Artifact no. 3.451

Poster, "Ed Muskie"
Blue poster with red and white; ESM portrait in outline. 14.625" x 22" Artifact no. 3.457

Poster, "Muskie!"
Poster from ESM 1972 campaign. 30" x 46" Artifact no. 3.446

Poster, "MUSKIE" (Button)
15" x 11", blue, red and black ink on paper. Muskie for President 1972 poster produced by the Wisconsin Muskie for President Committee. On back: "FIVE GOOD REASONS WHY" Artifact no. 3.469

Poster, Muskie '72 Vote Muskie Delegates
White paperboard with blue and red printing; muskie's image in profile. Same design as 3/0457, but names Muskie Delegates Clark, Days, Greenhalgh Levy, Molyneaux and Stern. Someone has written in pen Artifact no. 3.463
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

Poster, "Trust Muskie." circa 1972
Poster from ESM 1972 campaign. 30" x 46" Artifact no. 3.445

Poster, "Muskie for President" by Maine Democrats for Muskie circa 1972
17" x 21"; white background with Muskie photo and at bottom, "Muskie for President in white letters with red background Artifact no. 3.596

Press kit, Muskie '72 campaign 1972
Approx. 8.5" x 11.75" closed. One complete press kit, including all original contents: bumper stickers, ESM pin, information, etc., all in a vinyl folder with logo on front. Artifact no. 3.530

Press kit folder, Muskie '72 campaign 1972
Approx. 8.5" x 11.75" closed. Vinyl folder with ESM '72 pinetree logo, no contents. Artifact no. 3.531

Ribbon, "Elect Ed Muskie President / American Statesman" circa 1972
approx. 2" x 5.5" red satin ribbon with white printing. Artifact no. 3.512

Stationery, Muskie '72 campaign 1972
8.5" x 11" stationery with evergreen tree Muskie 72 logo on top. 3 sheets. Artifact no. 3.533

Stationery, Muskie for President Committee circa 1972
Approx. 8.5" x 11", white paper with Muskie for President Committee and Portland, Maine address in red and blue across top. 3 sheets. Artifact no. 3.540

Sticker, Muskie for President, Jestem Za Muskie circa 1972
5.75" x 3" sheet of two stickers (each 2" dia.), orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.234

Wallet Calendar, “Make Mine Muskie 1972” 1969
4.675" x 3.825", golden paper with black printing. Youth for Muskie, Students for Muskie and Moppets for Muskie, all headquartered in Maine, “the first nationwide bi-partisan citizens’ organization to draft Senator Edmund S. Muskie for President in 1972”. Reads: “from Pulaski to Muskie ... They sure made ‘em Husky. ... From Pole to Pole ... The White House Our Goal.” With 1970, 1971 and 1972 calendars. Artifact no. 3.588

Wall decoration "Muskie 72" 1972
Carved wood with paint. "Muskie 72" with donkey. Oval, approx. 11" x 14" Artifact no. 3.435
1972 Muskie presidential nomination campaign (continued)

White plastic hat with Muskie sticker circa 1972
White plastic boater-style hat with red and white "MUSKIE" sticker across front. Approx. 10" x 12" x 4"  Artifact no. 3.368

Wood coin, Muskie "penny" circa 1972
approx. 1.5" in diameter. Styled like a penny, with "We Trust Muskie" above the profile and 1972 date on face, and "MUSKIE ONE VOTE" on the back.  Artifact no. 3.513

1972 Democratic National Convention

Plastic bag, Mr. Peanut Welcomes You, Democratic National Convention, Miami Beach 1972
14" x 16.5", blue with white type and yellow drawings of a donkey and Mr. Peanut.  Artifact no. 3.332

Napkin, Hotel Fontainebleau 1972
4.625" x 4.625", white paper napkin with gold and brown print. Souvenir from 1972 Democratic National Convention in Miami, Fla.  Artifact no. 3.376

Pin/medal, Democratic National Convention, Miami Beach 1972, Senator 1972
5" x 1.5", gold medals affixed to red, white, and blue ribbon.  Artifact no. 3.214

1972 presidential campaign: McGovern-Shriver

Bumper sticker, McGovern circa 1972
3.125" x 11.5", white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.293

Button (informational artifact), Lawyers for McGovern/Shriver [1972]
1.75" dia., purple with white type.  Artifact no. 3.126

Button (informational artifact), McG [1972]
1.25" dia., white with green and brown type.  Artifact no. 3.137

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.375" dia., white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.130

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.5" dia., red, white, and blue with white type.  Artifact no. 3.138

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.125" dia., blue with white type.  Artifact no. 3.141
1972 presidential campaign: McGovern-Shriver (continued)

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.5" dia., orange with white type, "O" forms the woman symbol with "=" inside. Artifact no. 3.142

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.5" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.143

Button (informational artifact), McGovern [1972]
1.25" dia., purple with white type. Artifact no. 3.140

Button (informational artifact), McGovern '72 [1972]
1.5" dia., blue with black and white type. Artifact no. 3.133

Button (informational artifact), McGovern President '72 [1972]
1.125" dia., blue and white type. Artifact no. 3.139

Button (informational artifact), McGovern Shriver [1972]
1.25" dia., white with red type and smiley-face. Artifact no. 3.122

Button (informational artifact), McGovern Shriver '72 [1972]
1.375" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.134

Button (informational artifact), McGovern & Shriver [1972]
1.25" dia., blue with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.128

Button (informational artifact), McGovern for President [1972]
1.75" dia., blue and pink with blue and black type and white stars. Artifact no. 3.127

Button (informational artifact), McGovern Shriver [1972]
1.5" dia., red, orange, and yellow with black type. Artifact no. 3.121

Button (informational artifact), McGovern Shriver [1972]
1.125" dia., white and blue with blue and white type. Artifact no. 3.135

Button (informational artifact), McGovern Shriver, Citizen Power [1972]
1.5" dia., blue, white, and red with white and black type. Artifact no. 3.136

Button (informational artifact), Me & McG. [1972]
1.5" dia., red with white type. Artifact no. 3.125
1972 presidential campaign: McGovern-Shriver (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Religious Community for McGovern/Shriver [1972]
1.75" dia., white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.124

Button (informational artifact), Republicans for McGovern [1972]
1.5" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.123

Button (informational artifact), Taxicab Drivers for McGovern Shriver [1972]
1.75" dia., yellow with black type. Artifact no. 3.129

Button (informational artifact), Viva McGovern Shriver [1972]
1.25" dia., white with blue type and rim. Artifact no. 3.132

Lapel pin, McGovern circa 1972
3/8" x 1", blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.131

1972 Presidential campaign: other candidates

Bumper sticker, Ted in '72 circa 1972
4" x 14.875", off-white with red, black, and blue type. Artifact no. 3.290

Bumper sticker, Ted Kennedy in '72 circa 1972
3" x 11.75", black with green type. Artifact no. 3.291

Button (informational artifact), Catalyst for Change, Shirley Chisholm for President [1972]
1.75" dia., white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.146 circa 1972

George C. Wallace coin circa 1972
Metal with gold finish. Face has Wallace in profile, with "George C. Wallace / America's Fighting Governor". Back has an eagle with "Let the People Speak" and "Stand up for America". Artifact no. 3.487

Button (informational artifact), Wallace for President [1972]
1" dia., blue and white with red and white type. Artifact no. 3.109

1976 Democratic National Convention

Floor pass, Democratic National Convention July 15, 1976
3.5" x 7", white paper with purple and black printing. Floor pass no. 114 for Thursday July 15. Artifact no. 3.501

Pass, Democratic National Convention Honored Guess July 15, 1976
3.5" x 6", white paper with green and black printing. Honored Guest pass no. 4476 for Thursday July 15. Artifact no. 3.502
1976 Democratic National Convention (continued)

Pass, Democratic National Convention podium
3.5" x 7", white paper with fuscia and black printing. Podium pass no. 02027 for Thursday July 15.  Artifact no. 3.503

1976 presidential campaign & inauguration: Carter-Mondale

Button (informational artifact), Jimmy Carter for President
1.125" dia., green and white with white type and drawing of Carter.  Artifact no. 3.119

Paper folder, approx. 8.75" x 11.5" closed, includes inaugural ceremony invitation, maps, biographies of Carter and Mondale, catalogs of official commemoratives, and original mailing envelope. Received in folder marked "Irene Chaisson souvenirs".  Artifact no. 3.553

Admission ticket, for Sen. and Mrs. Muskie to view inaugural parade from U.S. Courthouse room 5800
4.25" x 3" yellow paper with black print. No. 5013 issued by General Services Administration Region 3.  Artifact no. 3.499

Admission ticket, to S-143 in U.S. Capitol for inauguration ceremonies
4.5" x 2.5" grey paper with black print. No. 609  Artifact no. 3.498

Admission ticket, U.S. Capitol building for inauguration
4.5" x 2.5" green paper with black print. Issued by Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies. No. 70  Artifact no. 3.497

Ticket, Senator's for inauguration ceremonies platform
approx. 4.5" x 2.5" white paper with black print and gold accents. Reads: "Inauguration Ceremonies / The bearer is a MEMBER OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE Admit to the Senate Wing of the Capitol and to the Platform". No. 70  Artifact no. 3.511

1980 presidential campaign: Carter-Mondale

Bumper sticker, Re-Elect Carter Mondale  [1980]
2.75" x 11.5", white and green with green and white type.  Artifact no. 3.292

Button (informational artifact), Re-Elect Carter Mondale  circa 1980
1.125" dia., white and green with green and white type.  Artifact no. 3.120
1984 & 1988 Democratic National Conventions

Lapel pin, USA Today 1984 Convention 1984
7/8" x .875", white with blue and red print, American flag, USA Today flag, and donkey.
Artifact no. 3.206

Button (informational artifact), DC is Great for '88 circa 1988
3" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.207

Candidates other than Muskie (non-presidential)

Button (informational artifact), Top Lever Re-Elect McGuire to Congress [1952]
1” dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.159

Button (informational artifact), 2nd Lever Elect Speziale to Congress [1952]
1” dia., white and red with blue and white type. Artifact no. 3.160

Political cartoon, McCarthy, Taft and Eisenhower posed as for a family portrait 1952
Black and white halftone image in black wooden frame with glass, approx. 8.5" x 10.75".
Artifact no. 3.566

Matchbook, Senator Burton M. Cross for Governor 1952
4” x 1.5” (open), white paper with red and blue type. Features Cross's photograph on back.
Artifact no. 3.363

Button (informational artifact), Elect Allie Ormsby Governor [1953]
1” dia., blue and white with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.162

Matchbook, Coffin for Congress 1956
4” x 1.5” (open), white paper with red and blue printing. Features Coffin's photograph on back with the slogan "Able Aggressive Alert" and "for a Second District SECOND TO NONE" on the interior. Artifact no. 3.504

Bumper sticker, Coffin for Governor [1960]
3.5” x 7.5”, orange with blue type. Artifact no. 3.297

Bumper sticker, Coffin for Governor [1960]
4” x 8.75”, orange with blue type. Artifact no. 3.302

Bumper sticker, Lucia Cormier for U.S. Senator [1960]
4” x 15”, black with white and orange type. Artifact no. 3.308
Candidates other than Muskie (non-presidential) (continued)

Poster, A Full Slate of Qualified Candidates [1960]
14" x 12.5", white with black type, b/w photographs of Democratic Candidates for 1960 election in Kennebec County. Artifact no. 3.345

Leaflet, "Why Vote Republican in Maine?" 1962
White paper with blue print, trifold, approx. 8.5" x 11" open. Distributed by Maine Republican Senate Committee. Lines referring to Senator Muskie underlined in pen. Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.564

Leaflet, John Reed: Maine's Governor in Action 1962
Paper, 4" x 9" closed. Produced for the Reed gubernatorial re-election campaign in 1962. Includes insert "Thanks to the Republican Party Waterville is Moving Again!" Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.548

Packet of index cards, Democratic Study Group 1962 Campaign Cards 1962
Entire packet is approx. 4" x 8.75" x 0.25". Includes 20 cards on topics such as "Health Care for the Aged," "Housing and Urban Affairs", "Civil Rights," etc. Also includes fold-out leaflet "87th Congress in Review". Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson Souvenirs". Artifact no. 3.549

Button (informational artifact), Tom McIntyre for Congress [1962]
1" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.158

Leaflet, "Bill Hathaway will work for Maine in the U.S. Congress, A pictoral report on the man for Maine's second district" [1964]
White paper with black print, bifold, approx. 8.75" x 11.25" closed. Printed by the Hathaway for Congress Committee. "Rumford Falls Times Week of Oct 29-Nov. 3" is printed across front. Artifact no. 3.565

Sticker, I Back Bill Hathaway [1964]
3" dia., white with orange type. Artifact no. 3.294

Bumper sticker, Hathaway for Congress [1964]
4" x 14", orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.307

Bumper sticker, Elect McIntire U.S. Senator [1964]
3.75" x 15", red with off-white type. Artifact no. 3.298

Bumper sticker, McIntire [1964]
2.5" x 9", blue with red type. Artifact no. 3.299
Candidates other than Muskie (non-presidential) (continued)

Bumper sticker, Save Your Job, Vote McIntire
3.75" x 12.5", orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.311 [1964]

Button (informational artifact), Cliff McIntire U.S. Senator
1" dia., black and red with white type. Artifact no. 3.353 [1964]

Bumper sticker, Peter Kyros for Congress
4" x 12", white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.295 [1966]

Button (informational artifact), Elect Kyros to Congress
1.5" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.155 [1966]

Bumper sticker, Vote Violette for U.S. Senate
4.5" x 11", orange with blue type. Artifact no. 3.300 [1966]

Invitation, inaugural ball for Gov. Kenneth Curtis
Approx. 7" x 9.75" closed. Paper. Artifact no. 3.538 Jan. 5, 1967

Button (informational artifact), Re-Elect Governor Reed
1.25" dia., red, white, and blue with white type and photograph of Reed. Artifact no. 3.167 [1968]

Button (informational artifact), Re-Elect Gude to Congress
circa 1970
1.75" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.169

Poster, Peter Kyros Reelection
"Congressman Peter Kyros gets things done" campaign poster. 17.5" x 22.5" paperboard with tri-color printing. Artifact no. 3.440 [1970]

Button (informational artifact), Kyros
circa 1970
1.5" dia., white with red type and blue drawing of fir tree. Artifact no. 3.154

Bumper sticker, Tydings
circa 1970
3.5" x 9", blue with orange type. Artifact no. 3.296

Button (informational artifact), Tydings
[1964 or 1970]
1.25" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.156

Wallet Calendar, Re-Elect William D. Hathaway
1970
3.25" x 2.25", white paper with black printing. Front features Hathaway photograph; back has 1971 and 1970 calendars. Artifact no. 3.373
Candidates other than Muskie (non-presidential) (continued)

Button (informational artifact), Violette for Congress 1972
1.5” dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.166

Button (informational artifact), George Mitchell for Governor 1974
2.25” dia., blue with white type and red star. Artifact no. 3.165

Button (informational artifact), Think About It! Longley for Governor 1974
1.625” dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.164

Bumper sticker, Billings Democrat Congress 1986
Approx. 11” x 3.75”, red white and blue. Artifact no. 3.584

Button (informational artifact), Billings Democrat Congress 1986
Circular metal, 2” in diameter, red white and blue. Artifact no. 3.583

Flyer, Billings Democrat for Congress 1986
Trifold 8.5” x 11”, red white and blue. Features endorsements by Sen. Muskie, Rep. James Florio (D-NJ) and Don Robertson, Majority Leader of the Maryland Assembly. Artifact no. 3.585

Sticker, Billings Democrat Congress 1986
Circular, 3” in diameter, red white and blue. Artifact no. 3.582

Button (informational artifact), George Mitchell quote circa 1987
2.25” dia., white with blue type, reads "'Although He is regularly asked to do so, God does not take sides in American politics, and in America disagreement with the policies of government is not evidence of a lack of patriotism' Sen. George Mitchell, 7/13/87". Artifact no. 3.171

Button (informational artifact), I'm With "Bill" Carrigan for Senator n.d.
2.25" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.153

Button (informational artifact), Cooney to Congress n.d.
1.75” dia., red with white type. Artifact no. 3.147

Button (informational artifact), Curtis Cares n.d.
1.5” dia., turquoise with white type. Artifact no. 3.148

Bumper sticker, Curtis n.d.
3” x 11", turquoise with white type. Artifact no. 3.306
Candidates other than Muskie (non-presidential) *(continued)*

Bumper sticker, Donovan Congress  
4" x 9", blue, white, and red with blue and white type. Artifact no. 3.314

Button (informational artifact), Ford U.S. Senator  
1.125" dia., white and blue with red type. Artifact no. 3.145

Button (informational artifact), Elect Gartland to Congress  
1" dia., yellow with black type. Artifact no. 3.150

Button (informational artifact), Keep Gartland in Congress  
1" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.151

Button (informational artifact), Gartley for Congress  
1.25" dia., white with blue and red type. Artifact no. 3.157

Bumper sticker, Vote Grady for Congress  
3.75" x 9.5", black with white and orange type. Artifact no. 3.304

Bumper sticker, Stan Haskell for Sherriff  
3.75" x 9", black with orange type. Artifact no. 3.301

Button (informational artifact), McCarthy  
1.5" dia., white, blue, and turquoise with blue type. Artifact no. 3.149

Bumper sticker, Oliver for Congress 'Big Jim - I'm for Him'  
3.75" x 15", black with pink type. May be regarding James Oliver Eastland of Miss. Artifact no. 3.309

Bumper sticker, Pinkham for Sherriff  
4" x 14.5", black with orange and white type. Artifact no. 3.303

Button (informational artifact), Quinn  
2.5" dia., yellow with black type. Artifact no. 3.144

Bumper sticker, Roberts for Congress  
3.75" x 6", brown with orange type. Artifact no. 3.305

Button (informational artifact), I'm for Truman, Congress  
1" dia., blue and white with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.161
Democratic Party other than conventions
Admission pass, N.H. State Democratic Committee reception to President Harry S. Truman
Approx. 3.75" x 2.25", paper. Artifact no. 3.528 circa 1950

Souvenir program, Stevenson-Kefauver Closed Circuit Television Dinner for the benefit of the Democratic national Committee and the Democratic State Central Committee of Michigan
Oct. 20, 1956
Approx. 8.5" x 11" closed. Paper with fabric cord. Included address by Muskie.
Artifact no. 3.537

Membership card, Democratic Club of the District of Columbia 1958
Approx. 3.875" x 2.25", Blue paper with blue printing. Membership card no. 23.
Artifact no. 3.515

Membership card, Democratic National Committee 1958
Approx. 3.5" x 2.25". Charter sustaining membership card no. 47. Artifact no. 3.517

Membership card, National Democratic Club 1958
Approx. 3.75" x 2.25". Non-resident membership card no. 122. Artifact no. 3.516

Program, Maine Democratic party Jefferson-Jackson Dinner June 21, 1958
Approx. 4.25" x 5.5" closed. Autographed by Rep. Sam Rayburn. Artifact no. 3.534

Newsletter, Maine Democratic Party "Challenge" vol. 11, no. 10 Oct. 1, 1962
8.5" x 14", green paper. Features advertisement for "Udall -- Muskie -- Dolloff -- Hathaway -- Kellam -- Featured at J-J Dinner." Received in a folder marked "Irene Chaisson's Souvenirs".
Artifact no. 3.550

Bumper sticker, Democratic State Convention May 15-16, 1964, Bangor 1964
4" x 4.75", orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.289

Membership card, Maine Democratic State Committee 500 Club, issued to Sen. Muskie Approx. 3.875" x 2.25". Artifact no. 3.521 1968

Membership card, Maine Democratic State Committee 500 Club, issued to Mrs. Muskie Approx. 3.875" x 2.25". Artifact no. 3.522 1968

Lapel pin, Maine Democratic State Committee 500 Club 1969
Pin is approx. 0.375" x 0.25", on a card approx. 2.125" x 2.675". "500" in gold-colored metal and light blue enamel, matching membership cards from that year. Manufactured by Bastian Bros. Co. of Rochester, N.Y. Artifact no. 3.525
Democratic Party other than conventions (continued)

Lapel pin, 500 Club n.d.
Pin is approx. 0.375" x 0.25", on a card approx. 2.125" x 2.675". "500" in gold-colored metal and red enamel, matching membership cards from that year. Manufactured by Bastian Bros. Co. of Rochester, N.Y. Artifact no. 3.539

Membership card, Maine Democratic State Committee 500 Club, issued to Sen. Muskie
Approx. 3.875" x 2.25". Artifact no. 3.523 1969

Membership card, Maine Democratic State Committee 500 Club, issued to Mrs. Muskie
Approx. 3.875" x 2.25". Artifact no. 3.524 1969

Button (informational artifact), Democrats United in 1980, Phil Merrill National Committee
3" dia., blue, black, and green with white type. Artifact no. 3.204 circa 1980

Bumper sticker, Vote Democratic, the Job You Save May Be Your Own n.d.
4" x 14", orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.313

Button (informational artifact), Augusta Democrats n.d.
2.25" dia., white with black type. Artifact no. 3.205

Button (informational artifact), Shake Hands With a Democrat n.d.
1.25" dia., red, white, and blue with blue and white type and white stars. Artifact no. 3.178

Button (informational artifact), Three Cheers for Democratic Party n.d.
1.25" dia., white with blue type. Artifact no. 3.176

Membership card, Charter Subscriber to the new Democratic Digest n.d.
Approx. 3.5" x 2.5", paper. Artifact no. 3.526

Membership card, National Capital Democratic Club n.d.
Approx. 3.875" x 2.375". Certificate of Membership no. 96. Artifact no. 3.518

Environmental issues

Political cartoon, "A little more off and we should have a winner." circa 1964
Sen. Muskie and Secretary Udall weighing a round "Miss Quoddy". Undated. Artist: William W. Wilson. Artifact no. 3.409
Environmental issues (continued)

Political cartoon, "Was all that nice talk just a lot of hot exhaust?" 1965
Administration and Auto Industry drive off in a convertible while a woman labeled "Legislation to Control Air Pollution" is left in the exhaust. Reprint. Inscribed. The Washington Post. Artifact no. 3.431

Political cartoon, "Can Mr. Clean Fell The Dirty Giant?" Feb. 25, 1968
Artwork is approx. 9.5" x 6.5" in mounting approx. 14" x 11" total. Published in Maine Sunday Telegram. Artifact no. 3.430

Political cartoon, Muskie as Lincoln June 1970
Cartoon is approx. 10.25" x 5.75" in mounting approx. 15.75" x 11.75" total. Depicts Muskie as Abraham Lincoln, holding up two fingers, with axe chopping smoke stack in half. Washingtonian Magazine. Artifact no. 3.428

Political cartoon, "I like it on the rocks". Nov. 15, 1971
Muskie as bartender serving Nixon "Muskie's 100 Proof Clean Water Bill"; Nixon's glass labeled "Nixon attempt to weaken bill". Providence Evening Bulletin. Previously framed. Artifact no. 3.432

Bumper sticker, Build 'Quoddy Now n.d.
4" x 17", black with orange type. Artifact no. 3.321

Bumper sticker, Plant Seed Maine Certified n.d.
3.125" x 17.25", black with pink type. Artifact no. 3.322

Button (informational artifact), Dam It! Let's Build Dickey-Lincoln Now n.d.
1.75" dia., white with black type. Artifact no. 3.185

Button (informational artifact), Dump Watt, Friends of the Earth n.d.
1.75" dia., blue with white and red type. Artifact no. 3.152

Button (informational artifact), Save Casco Bay n.d.
1.75" dia., blue with white type. Artifact no. 3.184

Political cartoon, Muskie as environmental wrestler n.d.
Sen. Muskie as wrestler fighting against Water and Air Pollution. Undated. Artist: Ken Berry. Artifact no. 3.429

Political cartoon, "Strange Bedfellows" n.d.
Muskie and Reed in bed together, scared by a ghost labeled "Prestile Stream". Undated. Artist: J.W.E. Artifact no. 3.414
Polish-American pride
Button (informational artifact), I Love Hamtramck  
2" dia., white with red type.  Artifact no. 3.194

Button (informational artifact), It's Great to Be Polish  
2.75" long, 1.75" wide, red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.192

Button (informational artifact), Kiss Me I'm Polish  
2.25" dia., red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.195

Button (informational artifact), Polish Power  
1.25" dia., red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.193

Button (informational artifact), Proud to Be American, Proud to Be Polish  
3" dia., blue and red with white type.  Artifact no. 3.191

Button (informational artifact), Tadeusz Kosciuszko 1905  
1" dia., tan with black print and drawing of statue, affixed on 4" long pink and white ribbon.  Artifact no. 3.202

Vietnam War
Button (informational artifact), March on Washington-San Francisco, April 24 - Out Now – NPAC (National Peace Action Coalition)  
1.75" dia., yellow with green and red type and green rim.  Artifact no. 3.172

Bumper sticker, Support Our Fighting Men in Vietnam  
3.5" x 12", white with red and blue type.  Artifact no. 3.320

Lapel pin, Support Our Boys in Vietnam, AMVETS  
1" dia., white and blue with blue and white type and American flag.  Artifact no. 3.175

Other political issues & causes (Maine)
Sticker, Governor's Hi-Way Safety Committee Member  
circa 1955  
6" dia., white with red and green type and drawing of two men from Maine State flag.  Artifact no. 3.225

Political cartoon, "Will He Come Back?"  
circa 1964  
Miss Maine Sugar Beet crying over departure of Great Western Sugar Corp.  Undated. Artist: William W. Wilson.  Artifact no. 3.410
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Other political issues & causes (Maine) (continued)
Button (informational artifact), Spike Was Right, Longley Thought Wrongly circa 1976  
2.375" dia., white with black and red type. Artifact no. 3.170

Political cartoon, Bangor Daily News 100th Anniversary Print 1989  
Bangor Daily News 100th anniversary print, featuring Maine politicians; Print 102/300.  
Artifact no. 3.433

Bumper sticker, Buy U.S. Shoes, Save U.S. Jobs n.d.  
3.75" x 13.5", black with orange type. Artifact no. 3.324

Bumper sticker, Maine Needs a Change n.d.  
3.75" x 15", black with red type. Artifact no. 3.215

Other political issues & causes (national/ international)
Political cartoon, "Ammunition" Jan. 4, 1969  
Artifact no. 3.403

Button (informational artifact), 18 Vote NAACP circa 1971  
1.5" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.174

Button (informational artifact), 18x72 circa 1972  
1.5" dia., white with purple type. Artifact no. 3.173

Button (informational artifact), WIN Whip Inflation Now [1974]  
2.5" dia., holographic, red with white and blue type and blue rim. Artifact no. 3.181

Lapel pin, Win [1974]  
1" dia., red with white type. Artifact no. 3.180

Button (informational artifact), Member Immoral Minority circa 1980  
1.5" dia., white with red type. Artifact no. 3.177

Button (informational artifact), Untag Namibia, Your Vote is Secret, Free and Fair Elections [1989]  
2.25" dia., blue with blue and white type. Artifact no. 3.188

Bumper sticker, Tax Reform Now! n.d.  
3” x 11.75”, blue with yellow type. Artifact no. 3.315
Other political issues & causes (national/ international) (*continued*)

Bumper sticker, Free Jimmy Hoffa for Labor n.d.
   5.5" x 15", white with red and blue type. Artifact no. 3.323

Bumper sticker, What's Another Billion Million? n.d.
   4" x 12", yellow with black and red type. Artifact no. 3.317

Button (informational artifact), Citizen Power n.d.
   1.75" dia., blue, white, and red with black type. Artifact no. 3.187

Button (informational artifact), Israel Must Live n.d.
   1.125" dia., black with white type. Artifact no. 3.182

Button (informational artifact), We Hear You Israel n.d.
   1.125" dia., black with green type. Artifact no. 3.183

Button (informational artifact), May 1, Law Day U.S.A. n.d.
   1.75" dia., red, white, and blue with white and blue type. Artifact no. 3.190

Button (informational artifact), Take the Rich Off Welfare n.d.
   1.25" dia., black with yellow type. Artifact no. 3.186

Sticker, Stop Tax Loopholes Now n.d.
   4" x 4" (octagon shaped), orange with black type. Artifact no. 3.316